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SUMMARY

To obtain a Military Training Instructor position where I can maximize my managerial skills, quality 
assurance, program development, and training experience; while applying numerous leadership 
and supervisory skills gained during a successful military career. The position should provide 
opportunities for advancement by assuming increased responsibility and challenges.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Dispatch, Law Enforcement.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Military Training Instructor
ABC Corporation  May 2001 – June 2004 
 Directly supervised, leads &amp; indoctrinates 400+ trainees annually on skills required for to

the USAF.
 Counseled trainees, maintained documentation on strengths/adaptability issues; 14K+ 

measured tasks.
 Instilled teamwork &amp; AF Core Values in all phases of training to prepare Warrior Airmen.
 Managed dormitory &amp; $1M+ in resources; responsible for oversight security of 1,200 

assigned trainees.
 Established training standards and trained Soldiers on comprehensive government 

techniques.
 Experienced and Energetic Trainer who is able to capture and maintain attention during 

training.
 Analyzed and interpreted data employed in the communications architecture for a joint 

theater to support immature and sustained operations with the command and control assets 
on hand.

Military Training Instructor
Delta Corporation  1996 – 2001 
 Supervised, led, trained and evaluated over 800 recruits annually on fundamental military 

skills Managed dormitory and resources valued at $111M; .
 Training Squadron- Lackland AFB, TX Guides leadership in determining, validating, and 

prioritizing training needs for assigned MTIs/MTI students .
 Lead, mentors, trains, evaluates, and certifies new MTIs on 117 JQS task and 8 evaluation in 

90 days.
 Supervised, leads, trains, and evaluated over 400 trainees annually on AF fundamentals, 

discipline, standards and AF Core Values.
 Instructed individuals on ceremonial drill, dormitory maintenance, war skills development and

military studies.
 Served as Instructor Supervisor over 8 MTIs/SNCOs and NCOs and over 250 trainees.
 Supervises, trains, leads for over 400 basic trainees annually; responsible for dormitory worth 

over $700K - Safety manager, receiving an excellent .

EDUCATION

BA In Criminal Justice
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